LEVEL TWO FINAL REVIEW SHEET
Directions: Use the noun or noun phrase in the first sentence as a modifier in the second sentence.
1.
2.
3.
4.

I wrote a check for fifty dollars. I wrote ______________________________________.
Their house has nine rooms. It is ___________________________________________.
That bedroom is for guests. It is ___________________________________________.
I have a sister who is thirty years old and a brother who is twenty years old I have
_____________________________________________________________________.
5. That soup has vegetables in it. It is _________________________________________.

COUNT AND NONCOUNT NOUNS
Directions: Circle ALL of the expressions that CAN be used in the following sentences.
1. Sandra is wearing _______________ jewelry.
a. six
b. lots of
c. too many
d. too much
2. We need to buy ______________ shirts.
a. several
b. a little
c. every
d. some
3. They have ___________ baggage.
a. much
b. plenty of
c. seven
d. few

e. a few
e. a couple of
e. little

USING a few; few; a little AND little:
Directions: Complete the sentences with A FEW; FEW; A LITTLE or LITTLE.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Today I arrived early to my Spanish class because there was ______________ traffic.
I was hungry last night, so I ate _______________ corn chips.
Many people complain about me because I have ________________ patience.
Margie is a very good student. She makes _______________ mistakes on her quizzes.
If you have _______________ extra time tomorrow, we can go shopping.
That family is very poor. Their children have ________________ clothes.
I am still perplexed. I need _______________ more information.

EXPRESSIONS OF QUANTITY
Directions: Correct the following sentences on the lines provided.
1. Each of the student in my class have a book.
__________________________________________________________________________
2. I found every one the error in this test.
_________________________________________________________________________

3. Almost all of childs like fairy tales.
________________________________________________________________________
4. I know several his friend.
________________________________________________________________________
5. Most my books is in English.
________________________________________________________________________

SUBJECT / VERB AGREEMENT
Directions: Circle the correct verb. Use formal English.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

In my country, there (is / are) lots of schools.
Writing paragraphs (is / are) very hard for me.
The front-page articles in the local newspaper (has / have) the most important news.
Beside the aquarium and the science museum, I (has / have) visited many other places in
New Jersey.
It’s hard for me to understand English when people (use / uses) a lot of special
expressions.
There (is / are) many different kinds of animals in the world.
Collecting stamps and playing ice hockey (is / are) my hobbies.
The news (is / are) very sad sometimes.
(Is / Are) you sure that none of the books (is / are) in your car?
One of the girls (has / have) blue eyes.
The number of students in this class (is / are) sixteen.
Many people (do / does) not understand that the poor (has / have) rights.
English (is / are) becoming a universal language.
A number of students in my class also (studies / study) French.
The Chinese (has / have) the oldest calendar in the world.
I have heard that the United States (has / have) a lot of violence related to racism.
I am glad because each of my friends (was / were) at my party.
The police (has / have) been called. You’re in big trouble, Mister!
Every man, woman, and child (pays / pay) three dollars to enter the circus.
In many countries the elderly (is / are) cared for by their children.

YOU & ONE / FORMS OF OTHER
Directions: Circle ALL the possible answers.
1. One should always try to be friendly with (one’s / their / his / her / your) neighbors.
2. People should always fight for (one’s / their / his / her / your) rights.

3. We met last week. Therefore, we did not meet this week. We meet (one another / every
other / each other / the others) week.
4. My calendar is due today, but I need (other / another / each other / the others / others)
two days to finish it.
5. They are a happy couple. They love (each other / every other / one another / the other)
very much.

FORMS OF OTHER
Directions: Use a form of other to complete the sentences below: other, another, others, the
other, the others.
1. There are five cities I would love to visit. One is Guayaquil. ____________ is Loja.
________________ are Salinas and Ibarra, and _______________ is Coca.
2. Most students will be successful on the test today. _________________ will have
______________________ chance next month.
3. Only three applicants will get a job. None of ____________________ will be considered.
4. Some people are doers, but _________________ are not.
5. We are almost there. We only have ________________ four miles to go.

